
My name is Shannon Stolle. My husband Chris and I have lived in the Wentzville School District 
for 15 years. Like so many others, the WSD is the reason we chose to make this our home. Our 
twins attend Heritage Primary. I will work to maintain quality education for students now and for 
students in the future.  
 
I have a Bachelors of Arts in Journalism from The University of Oklahoma. I spent most of my 
nearly two decades in television news as a news producer at KMOV Channel 4, the CBS 
affiliate in St. Louis.  
 
My career gave me the opportunity to see and learn that people want to tell their stories. They 
want to be heard and most of all they want to connect and find that commonality. That is the 
reason I am running. I want to improve that connection. I want us to remember that commonality 
- the kids. A trusted connection is the pathway to doing what’s best for our children. We all have 
seen the proof. It’s in our classrooms and seen in the relationships our students have with their 
teachers.  
 
MY GOALS FOR OUR KIDS AND STAFF 
I promise to improve TRANSPARENCY by: 

- Updating the community on what is happening at BOE meetings 
- Encouraging that the WSD include stakeholders in the review process of Central Office 

administrative staff 
 
I promise to improve ACCOUNTABILITY by:  

- Focusing on effective use of funds and working to get a monthly financial summary 
published in an easy-to-read format  

- Working on intentional and productive relationship building with the superintendent and 
administrative cabinet  

- Regular communication which keeps everyone apprised of opportunities for student and 
staff growth and development 

 
I promise to improve COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT by:  

- Introducing and hopefully implementing “Learning Communities”. The LCs would be 
divided by feeder system.  They would foster a renewed spirit of cooperation between 
schools, administration and households to benefit the children. 

 
I promise to be proactive about GROWTH by: 

- Establishing and fostering strong relationships with the municipalities in the WSD.  This 
will help prepare us for future growth and allow us to be proactive rather than reactive 
facilitating student success.  

 
Remember to vote April 6th.  Your vote does matter.  For more information about me, you can 
follow me on Facebook at Shannon Stolle for Wentzville Board of Education. 
 



https://www.facebook.com/Shannon-Stolle-for-Wentzville-Board-of-Education-10533073473880
3/ 
 
 
 


